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+++  4./5.11. in Berlin: Evaluation and perspectives of We`ll Come United +++ 10.-
12.11. in Berlin: Meeting of the Transnational Social Strike Platform +++ 10.11.-26.11.
in Göttingen: Traveling Exhibition „Yallah!? Along the Balkanroute“ +++ 13./14.11. in
Tübingen and Frankfurt: Film „Stop the boats“ +++ 24.-26.11. in Augsburg: „Inside
Europe  -  Church-Asylum  as  a  network“  +++  Resistance  against  Afghanistan-
Deportations  +++  Röszke11:  Solidarity  with  Ahmed +++  Aegean  Sea:  „Open  the
islands“ and Memorial of w2eu +++ Tunisia: The Harragas are back +++ Three years
Alarm  Phone:  In  Solidarity  with  Migrants  at  Sea  +++  Sea-Rescue-Organisations
demand policy change +++ Spain/Morocco: Legal success in Strasbourg against
Push-Backs +++ 4 Years NSU-Trial - No final Stroke +++ Reviews: Conference of
Women in Exile in Berlin; Conference on Migration, Development and Ecological
Crisis in Leipzig; Network-Meeting on Church-Asylum in Münster +++

Dear friends!

Continuity and multiplicity - once again our
newsletter reflects the whole spectrum of
migration-related  daily  struggles  and
antiracist  initiatives.  At  the  external
borders about  the revival  of  Harragas in
Tunisia,  about  support  actions  and  a
memorial in the aegean sea and about a
legal  success against  the  push-backs  at
the  moroccan-spanish  border.  And  also
about  solidarity  with  Ahmed/  Röszke11,
about  the  start  of  a  traveling  exhibition
„along  the  Balkanroute“  and  about  an
impressive  new  booklet  on  three  years
WatchTheMed  Alarm  Phone.  The
resistance  against  the  internal  borders,
particularly  against  deportations,  is
represented  by  the  ongoing  protests
against  the  last  Afghanistan-Charter  and
also  by  networking  meetings  on  church
asylum.  The  strong  participation  of
refugees  in  the  conference  in  the
beginning  of  October  in  Leipzig
demonstrates  an  increasing  common
interest to discuss about the backgrounds
of flight and migration and to integrate it
into debates on the global power relations.

And  the  platform-meeting  on  the
transnational  social  strike  soon  in  Berlin
follows the approach to put the resistance
of  migrants  into  the  context  of  struggles
against  precarity  and  exploitation  and to
interconnect  the  various  movements  of
strikes and re-appropriation. 

Continuity and multiplicity – it will remain a
crucial  challenge  for  the  antiracist
movement  to  create  visibility  in  common
mobilizations to all these diverse practices
of  selforganisation  and  support,  to  the
struggles  for  freedom  of  movement  and
for equal social rights.
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With  „We`ll  Come  United“  it  worked
impressive well last September and now,
beginning  of  November,  the  first
germanwide  follow-up-meeting  will  take
place,  last  not  least  to  discuss  the
concrete perspectives for 2018.
In  the  recently  published  newsletter  of
http://www.welcome-united.org it  is
properly  described:  „That  is  why  we
believe that we must meet again. And we
should  keep  on  working  on  what  has
made our  parade  such  a  hopeful  event:
the  image  of  another  society,  open
diversity and solidarity can be a reality that
can be seen and touched. Only in this way

will  we be able to oppose the ruling and
the Nazis, instead of running behind them.
The probably even more  important  thing
that we proved on the 16th of September:
we are not only able to show up with the
different  communities  and  the  different
parts  of  the  anti-racist  movement.  Our
self-confidence  and  the  believe  in  each
other is big and cannot be stopped easily.
We will  keep on going,  because we are
still  aware  that  that  it  can  happen  quite
quickly that  the winds changes and new
dynamics get underway...“

In this spirit with solidarity greetings from the Kompass-crew 
Contact: kompass-notify@antira.info

IINFORMATIONNFORMATION  ANDAND  DATESDATES  FORFOR N NOVEMBEROVEMBER 2017 2017

4.  &  5.11.  in  Berlin:  Invitation  to  the  evaluation  meeting  We'll  Come
United! and perspective of Get-Together

On 4th and 5th of November, we will meet in Berlin for
the evaluation of our We'll Come United-Carnival and
to  talk  about  the  perspective  of  our  network  Get-
Together.  You  are  cordially  invited  to  prepare  this
meeting by finding positions in your local groups and
the groups of the wagons.
Evaluation:
How  were  We’ll  Come  United! 16.9.  &  the
decentralized action days (from 2.09.) for you? What
went  well  and  what  could  have  been  better?
Mobilization  (in  the  camps,  posters,  flyers),  trip  by

train or bus, design and program 16.09. of the wagon, decentralized action days (02.-
16.09.), We'll Come United 16.09 in the day itself? How did you perceive 16.09. and the
decentralized action days? What feedback did you get from friends? What would you do
differently in the future?
Perspective:
At our last meeting we have already talked about the fact that we want to continue with
Get-Together after the 16.09. as a network/platform and also to plan actions.
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How can you imagine that we will continue together in the future? Do we want to
plan a next action together? What could that be? What does the Get-Together network
mean to you personally? What does the Get-Together Network mean to you politically? Is
a shared exchange of local struggles and practices useful in the network? At what intervals
do we want to meet? …
In order for us to be able to have an empowering and constructive evaluation and to talk
about the perspective, it is necessary that you take the time to prepare positions locally
and in the groups of the wagons.
4. & 5. November in Mehringhof, meeting room (2nd backyard, 2nd floor) Gneisenaustr. 2a
10961 Berlin, Germany
Saturday, November 4: Evaluation 1 pm - 7 pm.
Sunday, November 5: Perspective 10 am: breakfast, 10:30 am opening, 4 pm end

10.-12.11. in Berlin: Meeting of the Transnational Social Strike Platform
„On  November  10th-12th  2017,  the  Transnational  Social  Strike  Platform  (TSS)  that
involves radical unions, workers and social movement collective’s, migrants and activists
will meet in Berlin to further develop the TSS as a political infrastructure. From Poznan to
Paris, London to Ljubljana – we have had to face up to the difficult  task of initiating a
process  of  communication  amongst  migrants,  precarious  and  industrial  workers,  from
diverse  sectors  from  care  and  health  work  to  the  gig-economy  and  logistics,  to  the
experiences of migrants that have struck the borders of Europe in their millions…“
The full call, the program and for registration see here:
https://www.transnational-strike.info
And one workshop on 11.11. is dedicated to the struggles of migration:
„Freedom of movement across the SmartBorder
While migrants continue to strike the borders with their feet, the EU sponsored policies
have made increasingly more difficult to reach the European soil. But, even when the most
visible face of EU policies are fences and bulldozers, the best weapon chosen by the
governments it’s the pen. The new European border regime has indeed been built thanks
to agreements and handshakes with countries like Morocco, Turkey or Libya. And still the
same pen is now writing the story of thousands of Afghans who are being deported to their
country. Beyond the simple appearance of an effective closure of the external borders of
Europe,  in  this  workshop  we  want  to  discuss  the  reconfiguration  of  borders  as  a
segmentation and social stratification, and as driving forces of precarisation of labour and
life. (…) How can the political subjectivity of migrants who self-determine and organize
emerge? How to defeat the rhetoric of the danger that pushes more and more towards the
securitization  of  migrations? Which  role  does the  fascist  movement  play and  how it’s
connected with the governmental politics? If we approach the border, where the people
play their last hope and often risk their life, which practices are to put in place to ensure
freedom  of  movement?  How  can  we  push  for  a  European  residence  permit  without
conditions as a tool to sustain the daily struggles of the people who are anyhow crossing
the borders and moving around Europe?“
https://www.transnational-strike.info/2017/10/21/berlin-tss-meeting-programme-workshops-
registration-form/
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10.11.-26.11.  in  Göttingen:  Travelling  exhibition  “Yallah!?  About  the
Balkan Route”
“The Summer of 2015, the ‘March of Hope’ from
Budapest  to  Austria  and  the  people  calling
‘welcome’ at German railway stations are fading
more and more into the background. While in
2015  the  opened  borders  electrified  people’s
frame  of  mind,  the  present  debate  about  the
theme  of  flight  is  increasingly  dominated  by
discussions  about  border  security,  terror  and
racist  perspectives.  Against  this  trend,  this
exhibition  aims  at  preserving  and assimilating
the ‘long summer of migration’ 2015 and the opening of a corridor through the south of
Eastern Europe, as a politically relevant and historic event and at making it accessible to
the  public  at  large.  Two  years  later,  the  exhibition  brings  refugees  back  again  into
prominence  as  major  protagonists  and  shows  with  numerous  audio,  photo  and  video
recordings, as well as with art works, their view on migration and Europe…”
Further  information,  location and opening hours,  as well  as the  fringe program of  the
premiere in Göttingen at: http://yallah-balkanroute.uni-goettingen.de

13./14.11. in Tübingen und Frankfurt: “Stop the boats - The lie of saving
lives at sea” – Movie screenings by medico international
The movie “Stop the boats” documents how, in May 2015, a boat with 65 refugees – the
majority being Tamils from Sri Lanka – on its way to New Zealand is brought in by the
Australian coast guard at high sea. The refugees are shipped into ailing boats and are
deliberately brought in distress, before eventually being interned on a pacific island. In the
camp representatives of the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) force them to
agree to a return to their countries of origin, which some of them do. After the screening of
the movie we will discuss with the directors Nicolaj Jung and Viraj Mendis of the IMRV
Bremen, as well  as with alternating third persons, the theme of civil  sea rescue in the
Mediterranean and the Australian anti-refugee policy which is again and again brought
forward as an example for Europe. Considering the increasing criminalisation of the civil
sea rescue missions in the Mediterranean, we will  ask about  parallels and differences
between  the  occurrences  in  the  Mediterranean  and  off  the  Australian  coast  and  will
discuss the role of international organisations such as the IOM. After the premiere at the
end of September in the context of the Nürnberg Human Rights Film Festival, the following
two screenings have now been scheduled: 
On 13.11.2017 in Tübingen
at 7 p.m. in Gemeindehaus Lamm, Am Markt 7, 72070 Tübingen
With Nicolaj Jung, Viraj Mendis and Friedhold Ulonska (Sea Watch)
On 14.11.2017 in Frankfurt/Main (in cooperation with the EPN)
At 7 p.m. in Haus am Dom, Domplatz 3, Frankfurt/Main
With Nicolaj Jung, Viraj Mendis and Hagen Kopp (WatchTheMed /Alarmphone)
https://www.medico.de/termin/2017-11-13/1900/stop-the-boats-the-lie-of-saving-lives-at-
sea-184/
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24.-26.11. in Augsburg: “Inside Europe – Church Asylum connected”
In  the  European super  election  year  2017,  the  pressure  on refugees has once again
drastically increased. This pressure also involves people who support refugees and e.g.
make  church  asylum  possible,  or  NGO’s  which  dedicate  themselves  to  sea  rescue
operations  in  the  Mediterranean.  The  political  foundations  of  refugee  protection  will
continue to change further in the next years. As people who are active in this field, we
must create places where we adjust our own viewpoints to the evolving situation. The aim
of this meeting is the creation of a better network for the protection of the rights of refugees
in times of a sharpened EU Asylum Policy.”
Program, registration and more at
http://www.kirchenasyl.de/portfolio/inside-europe-kirchenasyl-vernetzt/

Resistance against deportations to Afghanistan
Against a further ‘charter of shame’ which started from Leipzig to Kabul on 24.10. with 15
Afghan refugees, there were again protest actions in several cities: 
Berlin: Berliner Bündnis gegen Abschiebungen nach Afghanistan: protest
against the Green Party (die Grünen)
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?
story_fbid=1554618101290020&id=1238755006209666
Lübeck: Lübecker Flüchtlingsforum e.V.: protest vigil
https://www.facebook.com/events/245163009344255/
Leipzig:  Asylum  Seekers'  Movement,  Protest  LEJ,  Zendegi  –  No  Deportations  to
Afghanistan:  Protest  Camp  21.-24.10  and  demo  at  the  airport:
https://www.facebook.com/afghanistanzendegi 
München: Karawane München: demonstration
https://www.facebook.com/events/332838827181738
Nürnberg/Fürth: Interventionistische Nürnberg, Antifaschistische Linke
Fürth, Not Safe: demonstration in Fürth 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1453028491482869
Demonstration before the Amtsgericht at the start of the process against Sercem: 
https://de-de.facebook.com/NuernbergIstUeberall/
Ravensburg: Bündnis für Bleiberecht: demonstration 
https://www.facebook.com/events/182847555611242
Göttingen: Bündnis gegen Abschiebungen Göttingen: demonstration 
Pro Asyl published the following statement beforehand:
“The  US  military  is  throwing  ‘record  numbers  of  bombs’,  the  Taliban  retaliates  with
offensives in several provinces. And while the number of people driven away within the
country reaches the 2 million mark, German politicians act as if nothing has happened and
continue their deportation policy…”
https://www.proasyl.de/news/afghanistan-bomben-in-der-luft-bomben-am-boden/ 

Free Röszke 11: solidarity with Ahmed
“Ahmed H. is one of the many people who, on 15.9.2015, at the border crossing between
Serbia and Hungary near to Röszke/Horgos, demonstrated for the opening of the border.
Hungary had closed its borders a few hours earlier and made any violation into an offense.
After the protests Ahmed H. was arrested by the Hungarian authorities, who ‘styled’ him as
being the  leader  of  the  protests  and accused him of  terrorism.  In  a  racist,  anti-Islam
propaganda process on 30.11.2016, he was pronounced guilty of terrorism and sentenced
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to  10 years imprisonment –  this  after  more than one year  of  solitary confinement.  All
requests to visit him have until now been denied or ignored by the authorities. For reasons
of lack of grounds and interpretation of the case, the process will be reopened again. The
court sessions will now take place on 30.10. and 2.11. in Szeged in the south of Hungary.
The process against Ahmed H. is an example of the combining of racism with the so-called
‘fight against terrorism’, which especially puts Muslim migrants under general suspicion
and criminalises political protests and excluded groups of persons.”
More information on the case can be found on this Blog: http://freetheroszke11.weebly.com

Ägäis: „Open the islands“ and Memorial von w2eu
Campaign „Open the islands“
Grassroots  initiatives  and  refugee  solidarity  groups  from  the  Greek  Islands  and  the
mainland have joined forces to demand the opening of the Greek islands. They launched a
campaign called “Open the islands – No more dead from cold”.
Since  the  EU  Turkey  statement  came  into  force  on  March  20th  2016,  thousands  of
refugees are trapped on the Greek islands. Last winter, in the European Hotspot Camp
Moria  on  Lesvos  alone,  six  people  died.  Since  then,  the  conditions  have  not  been
improved and people seeking protection and a decent life will again be forced to sleep on
the ground in thin summer tents and behind barbed wire. It seems likely that more deaths
will follow. Join the campaign! Demand the European Union and the Greek government to
put an end to the restriction of movement to the islands!
Share the Statement! https://opentheislands.wordpress.com/
Sign the statement! https://opentheislands.wordpress.com/contact/
Contact: opentheislands@riseup.net

Memorial for the Dead of the European Borders, Thermi/Lesvos 25th of
October 2017
„Today in the afternoon more then 50 people gathered in the harbour of Thermi/Lesvos in
commemoration of the dead of the European border regime. Among them were survivors
of a shipwreck on 23rd of April of this year in the North of Lesvos as well as people active
in rescue. The memorial happens once every year since October 2013 and was initiated
by the Welcome to Europe network.
When we started to remember this year, who we have to mourn for, we realized that we
are more and more confronted with
death  even  after  people  have
survived  the  sea.  We  had  to
commemorate today also friend who
died  last  winter  in  the  hot-spot  of
Moria,  because  they  had  been  left
during  winter  in  terrible  conditions.
We  are  in  close  contacts  with
families that they waited too long to
be reunited with their beloved even if
they  had  the  right  for  family
reunification and died before. If  you
really want to mourn the dead of the
Sea, you have to respect also the survivors. The only solution to end their suffering is to
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create safe passages, to give the people their right to move freely – and for those who are
stuck here to finally open the islands. This is why every memorial for us is combined with
the promise to tear down the borders that killed them and to create another, a welcoming
Europe….“
Full statement and more:
http://lesvos.w2eu.net/2017/10/25/memorial-for-the-dear-of-the-european-borders-
thermilesvos-25th-of-october-2017/   

Tunisia: Harragas are back
Some days ago friends from Tunis have sent us following information: „From 1st October
to 18th October, 1500 Tunisians reached Italy. The tunisian government has a list of 500
missing  migrants  together  with  their  finger  prints  that  has  been  sent  to  the  italian
government.  The  state  Secretary  in  charge  of  migration  declared  that  4000  tunisian
migrants are in prison in Italy. A delegation from Tunis will be in Rome soon to discuss the
situation of 800 tunisian migrants that recently reached Italy.“
And  then  the  following  update  (29.10.17):  „After  the  increasing  number  of  migrants
reaching Italy from Tunisia during the last 2 months, the Tunisian and Italian governments
had "a deal" and they accelerated the process of deportation, they deported 120 during the
last  week  and  they  intend  to  deport  more  during  the  next  weeks.  The  Tunisians  in
Lampedusa are kept in inhuman and difficult conditions in detention centers and the italian
authorities preparing to deport them. Since 2 days most of them are in a hunger strike and
their health condition is getting worse every hour. They wrote different statements refusing
the deportation and asking for their right to stay and for the freedom of movement. Their
Families in Tunisia are protesting and asking for the same things.“
In the same time this new wave of sea-crossings gets a lot of attention in the tunisian
medias. And several groups and organizations demand the right for freedom of movement
in public protests.
The  research  center  FFM  summarized  the  developments  of  last  months  (but  only  in
german):
„Seit den Sommermonaten häufen sich die Zeitungsmeldungen in Nordafrika, Italien und
Spanien über nordafrikanische Boat-people. Aus Marokko und West-Algerien setzen sie
nach  Spanien  über,  aus  Ost-Algerien  nach  Sardinien,  aus  Tunesien  nach  Sizilien.
Berichtet wird nicht nur über Festnahmen noch in Nordafrika oder auf dem Meer, sondern
auch  über  Spuren  erfolgreicher  Ankunft:  über  verlassene  Fischerboote  und  kleine
Schlauchboote an den südeuropäischen Stränden.
Vor über zehn Jahren begann eine regelrechte nordafrikanische Jugendbewegung, die
sich  auf  diese  Fluchten  bezog,  mit  Videoclips,  mit  mittlerweile  berühmten Hits  in  den
Schlagerparaden  und  in  Literatur  und  Film.  2011  wurden  die  Harragas  praktisch  wie
subkulturel ein Teil der Arabellion. Nahmen diese Fluchten in den letzten Jahren ab? Die
Scheinwerfer der EU-Abschotter wurden anderswo aufgestellt, gegenüber Libyen und in
der Ägäis.  Doch seit  der Hetze gegen NordafrikanerInnen („Nafri“)  gerät das westliche
Mittelmeer aufs Neue in den Fokus. Frontex baut ein Zentrum gegen Harragas in Cagliari
auf  Sardinien auf,  der  italienische Innenminister  Minniti  arbeitet  hinter  den Kulissen in
Libyen  wie  auch in  Algerien,  Marokko fordert  EU-gesteuert  von  Algerien,  dass  es  die
„Illegalen“ polizeilich erfasst und weitreichende Maßnahmen gegen sie ergreift. Tatsächlich
gerieten durch die neue küstennahe Jagd in den letzten Wochen Hunderte Harragas in
polizeiliche Fänge. Aber ob es sich tatsächlich um einen neuen und wichtigen Trend dieser
migrantischen Sozialbewegung handelt, ist noch nicht ausgemacht.
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Auf jeden Fall  entsteht ein neues Harraga-Selbstbewusstsein, das sich auf zahlreichen
aktuellen  Youtube-Clips  auf  See  manifestiert.  Die  Boat-people  beziehen  sich  auf  die
Harragas vor  ungefähr  zehn Jahren.  Aber sie  sind,  so berichten Zeitungen, heute viel
besser ausgerüstet:  Mit  GPS, mit  gutem Proviant,  mit  Know-How für die Ankunft,  und
manchmal auch mit  Leuchtspurmunition und Schwimmwesten. … „ Der ganz Text  und
weitere Artikel hier:
http://ffm-online.org/2017/10/09/nordafrikanische-boat-people-die-harragas-sind-wieder-
da/

Three years Alarm Phone: In solidarity with migrants at sea!
"Published on our third anniversary, in this brochure we
reflect on the many experiences we have made as the
WatchTheMed Alarm Phone in supporting people on the
move between October 2014 and October 2017. In this
period of time, our hotline project has dealt  with more
than  1840  emergency  situations  in  the  three  main
regions  of  the  Mediterranean  Sea  and,  thereby,  has
directly  taken  part  in  struggles  over  freedom  of
movement. The historic year of 2015, when more than
one million people came to Europe across the sea, was

followed  by  a  period  of  harsh  repression,  when  the  EU border  regime  reinforced  its
deterrence apparatus to an unprecedented extent. As a result, thousands more have lost
their lives at sea and many more remain imprisoned in unbearable conditions and are
prevented from escaping. Nonetheless, whenever our phone rings, we are reminded of
how  those  on  the  move  continue  to  find  their  path,  stubbornly  defying  human-made
barriers while enacting their right to move.
New  brochure  online: https://alarmphone.org/de/campaigns/in-solidaritaet-mit-
migrantinnen-auf-see-3-jahre-alarm-phone/

Seenotrettungsorganisationen fordern Richtungswechsel
(sorry, in moment only in german language available) 
Wir,  die  unterzeichnenden  Nichtregierungsorganisationen,  wenden  uns  heute  an  die
künftige deutsche Bundesregierung.
Wir sind seit 2015 auf dem Mittelmeer aktiv, wo wir Menschen in Seenot vor dem Ertrinken
retten.  Ohne  unseren  Einsatz,  den  wir  als  Bekenntnis  zu  den  internationalen
Menschenrechts- und Flüchtlingskonventionen sehen – die auch Deutschland ratifiziert hat
– würden weitaus mehr Menschen vor den Toren Europas sterben.
Wir fordern die künftige deutsche Bundesregierung daher auf,  sich in der kommenden
Wahlperiode entschieden gegen Menschenrechtsverletzungen im Kontext der Flucht über
das  Mittelmeer  einzusetzen  und  sich  hinter  die  lebensrettende  Arbeit  der  zivilen
Seenotretter*innen zu stellen. Die Militarisierung und Abschottung von Europas Grenzen
steht in eklatantem Gegensatz zur internationalen Schutzverantwortung der Europäischen
Mitgliedstaaten gegenüber Flüchtenden. …“
Der ganze Text, unterzeichnet von Jugend Rettet e.V., Mission Lifeline e.V.,
Sea Watch e.V. und SOS MEDITERRANEE Deutschland e.V.   findet sich hier:
https://sea-watch.org/seenotrettungsorganisationen-fordern-richtungswechsel-in-der-
fluechtlingspolitik/
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Juridical  success  in  Strasbourg  against  Push-Backs  -  ECCHR:
Deportations by Spain at the EU external borders violate the European
Convention of Human Rights
„Berlin/Strasbourg 3.  October  2017 – Refugees and migrants  were  systematically and
brutal pushed back at the border to Morocco. This longterm practice of push backs at the
outer borders of the European Union (EU) is illegal. It violates the European Convention of
Human Rights  the European Court of Justice has judged. Reason of this decision were
complaints against Spain by two refugees from Mali and the Ivory Coast. Supported by the
European Center  for  Constitutional  and Human Rights  (  ECCHR) they handed in  their
complaint at the European Court of Justice in February 2015.“
„The Melilla procedure has impact far beyond this individual case. It's a legal precedent to
enforce the basic "right to have rights" for fleeing and migrating people“, said Wolfgang
Kaleck, secretary general of ECCHR. „With this decision the European Court of Justice
clarifies:  The  border  regime of  Spain  is  illegal,  because  the  European  Convention  of
Human Rights is also valid at the external borders of the EU.“
In detail here:
https://www.ecchr.eu/de/unsere-themen/voelkerstraftaten-und-rechtliche-
verantwortung/migration-und-flucht/melilla/articles/melilla-17okt.html

4 Years NSU-Trial - No Final Stroke
„At the day of the proclamation of sentence we want to go on the streets. Because the end
of the trial does not mean the end of the debate about the NSU and the society, which
made it possible:
No Final Stroke! - clarify and terminate the NSU-complex!
Abolish Verfassungsschutz/office for the protection of the constitution and police informers!
Counter the ongoing racist terror against refugees and migrants.
Fight racism in authorities and society …“
More information in german: https://nsuprozess.net

RREVIEWSEVIEWS

„Women* Breaking Borders“ - Conference of Women in Exile in Berlin
„We say Thank you to everybody who contributed to our succesfully „Women* Breaking
Borders“ Conference from 22. - 24. of September in 2017 and the kick-off Demonstration.
It wouldnt be possible without all of you having happening the conference like it was. On
Saturday it  was about 400 participants,  about 40 children and at least 50 people who
made all of the background work. Wow! (…) The complete conference was empowerment
for  so many women* who have realised that  no border  is  too high,  deep,  far  or  tight
enough if women band together!"
More here:
https://www.women-in-exile.net/danke-an-alle-die-unsere-konferenz-unterstuetzten/
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Kurze  Nachbetrachtung  zur  Konferenz  "Migration,  Entwicklung  und
ökologische Krise" in Leipzig (06.-08.10.2017)
(sorry, in moment only in german language available) 
Geplant waren maximal 300 Teilnehmer_innen, am Ende waren es 700 – und das, obwohl
es viele Menschen aus Norddeuschland wegen blockierter Bahnstrecken (als Folge des
Sturms "Xavers") gar nicht geschafft hatten, nach Leipzig zur Konferenz "Selbstbestimmt
& Solidarisch" zu kommen. Doch nicht nur die Teilnehmer_innenzahl war beeindruckend,
auch  die  Zusammensetzung  war  wie  erhofft,  d.h.  in  Leipzig  sind  Menschen  mit  ganz
verschiedenen  Erfahrungen  und  Hintergründen  zusammengekommen  (Geflüchtete,
Migrant_innen und Menschen ohne Flucht-  und Migrationsgeschichte).  Insgesamt zeigt
dies,  dass  es  einen  großen  Bedarf  gibt,  sich  über  Migration,  Entwicklung  sowie
ökologische  Krisen  auszutauschen  -  nicht  zuletzt  unter  dem  Stichwort  der
"Fluchtursachen". Viele Podien und Reden wurden dokumentiert und werden demnächst
als  Videos  zur  Verfügung  stehen.  Überschattet  wurde  die  Konferenz  von  einem
rassistischen Polizeiübergriff, der in Leipzig nach der Konferenz zu einer richtiggehenden
öffentlichen Debatte geführt hat: Nachbar_innen hatten die Polizei gerufen, weil zwei aus
Kamerun stammende Referent_innen in einer Kita übernachtet hatten. Doch anstatt ganz
normal zu klingeln und zu fragen, ob alles mit rechten Dingen zugeht, haben die Polizisten
gegenüber einem der  Betroffenen sofort  Gewalt  angewendet  -  und das,  obwohl  beide
Referent_innen  ganz  offensichtlich  im Schlaf-  und  nicht  im Einbrecherdress  vor  ihnen
standen.  Das komplette  Programm (inklusive  Beschreibungen der  Podien,  Workshops,
Filme,  Theaterstücke  und  Ausstellungen)  finden  sich  genauso  wie  einige
Pressemitteilungen zum rassistischen Polizeiübergriff und erste Bilder an folgender Stelle:
https://afrique-europe-interact.net/1594-0-1-Einladung.html   

Conference about church asylum
On 6. and 7. October we hold a strategy conference about church asylum together with the
network  asylum in  the  church  in  NRW  (North  Rhine-Westphalia)  and  the  institute  for
theology  and  politics.  We  invited  persons  from  Germany  and  Switzerland  who  are
experienced in the work of church asylum. We analysed the current (asylum) political and
church situation, the current challenges in this field and debated strategical perspectives.
One outcome of this considerations is that the church asylum movement needs a broader
basis to counteract the intensified societal circumstances and the reluctance of the official
church.  In  this  question  we  touched the  topics  of  how to  build  this  movement,  about
alliances with not church actors, campaigning and the concepts of Solidarity Cities and
citizen asylum. 
https://www.kirchenasyl-ms.de/category/aktuelles/
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